
The ADA (American Dental Association) tells us that dental visits are on the decline for all 
age groups and they’re not showing signs of rising again.  There are more dental offices 
than ever though.  Not only that but technology has made it very easy to find a plethora 

of options for dentists in your area.  You can even find out what your experience will be like at 
this office by reading others reviews.  You can do all of this right from your phone, anywhere, 
anytime.

So, competition is high and patients are on the decline.  Now, more than ever, every opportunity 
to get patients in your office matters.
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The patient experience is dependant on 
their first point of contact with you.  This 
is almost always the phone.  The way 
that the patient perceives your service 
on the phone is how they think they 
will be cared for when they come in.  It 
determines whether or not they visit 
your office.

85% of people conduct 
online searches before 
purchasing something 
now a days.  Reviews are 
particularly important 
when they’re looking 

into a service that has a perception of 
possibly being scary or painful.  Positive 
reviews, and lots of them can increase 
your SEO to make you appear in more 
searches and get more people calling. 

FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
ARE IMPORTANT

ONLINE REVIEWS
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85%



Dentists pride themselves on getting a lot of patients from 
word of mouth (referrals). Use that to your advantage.

REFERRAL PRIDE

The front office staff in a dental office typically views themselves as a receptionist.
A receptionist answers every call as quickly as possible, she’s polite, and she gets people 
the answers they need.  They pride themselves in being good at that.  That’s great for 
customer service, but not necessarily for customer acquisition.

The staff answering the phone at a dental office are the people most in control of getting 
new patients.  They alone have the power to keep your schedule full or not.  We have to 
create a mental shift in how they view the goals of their position.  They need to see the 
goal of every call to be to book an appointment, not just to answer questions.  When that 
shift happens, you’ll see an immediate impact.

MIND SHIFT

“That’s great, how cool would it be if you could actually say 90% of our 
appointments come from referrals.  I’d recommend putting a tracking 
line on some referral cards.”

“Fantastic!  I hope you’re taking advantage of the power of online reviews then.  
Instead of that person who refers you patients only telling their network of friends, 
when they post an online review, they tell the entire internet.  It’s taking personal 
referrals to a whole new level.  Do you direct patients to any review sites now?  
Let’s start tracking how many calls you get from there!”
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A lot of people not booking for Insurance/
Price or Service Not available/Out of area 
is an indicator that the marketing may be 
targeting the wrong demographic.  They’re 
generating the wrong type of leads and may 
want to look at changing that.

Other/No reason given typically includes 
two types of calls:

REASONS NOT 
BOOKED

Someone calls in asking if they accept 
a particular insurance, do a particular 
service, or are open a certain day.  
The receptionist responds with a 
yes, the caller then says thanks and 
they both hang up.  The receptionist 
didn’t even bother to ask if they 
might need to see a dentist or book 
an appointment.

2
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A conversation begins about services 
or insurance, but the office needs 
to get back to the patient with more 
information or vice versa.

The good news is that if a lot of calls are 
falling into this category, this is the easiest 
one to fix!

Set your Lead Box to tell you about 
these calls and call back the ones 
who needed follow up.

Train the staff to always lead the 
conversation to an appointment (the 
mind shift).
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Very frequently, you’ll see that staff members are really good at booking existing patients 
but struggle with booking new patients.  Although you can expect new patient booking 
percentages to always be lower than existing patients, this is in large part do to the mind 
shift required to really sell patients on why they should book with your office.

Every dental office has something that makes it unique, make sure to talk about this on the 
phone.  Is it that you have late or weekend hours?  A great reception area?  No wait time?  
A play area for kids?  A really experienced doctor?  New technology or equipment?

Selling the office also requires being polite, sounding happy to be at work, and empathizing 
with the customer.  Show you care!  They just want to feel like you’ll take good care of them.

SELLING THE OFFICE TO THE PATIENT
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A patient appointment is 
typically worth about $250, 
getting two more patients 
a month means Patient 
Pursuit made them more 
money than it cost them.

ROI

The dental industry has no experience 
with tracking outbound calls.  Even the 
leaders of their industry that the others 
look to as an example has JUST started 
using it.  They don’t even know how to 
strategize using it yet.  It will be extremely 
important to explain the value and 
possibilities of outbound in reference 
to the industry need to capitalize on all 
patient opportunities.

They do not typically use the speed 
dial because most offices don’t have 
someone who knows how to program it 
in.  They don’t usually use phone codes 
either.  Talk about click to call and the 
dialer.

OUTBOUND

$250
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Summer is peak season because kids are out of school.

CALL VOLUME

They usually send texts, emails, or post cards to patients who haven’t been in in a while.  
If they want to know how well those are working, they should put tracking lines on those.  
They could be wasting a ton of money.

GETTING PATIENTS BACK IN THE OFFICE

Typically 1 in 5 calls is a New Patient appointment opportunity.  So if they miss 20 calls a 
day, they’re likely missing 4 new patients a day.

WHAT THEY’RE MISSING
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Mondays are usually their highest call volume days.

Many offices are closed Wednesdays or Fridays.


